QIBA FDG-PET/CT Tech Ctte Update Call  
5 October 2012 at 9 AM CT (GMT-5)  
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Poster for RSNA 2012
• Interested volunteers: please respond to Dr. Kinahan at kinahan@uw.edu.
• A hard copy of the technical committee poster is due to RSNA by November 1st.

Profile update
• Claim language and Profile edits discussed in preparation for Public Comment Phase
• UPICT protocol is in-progress and should be completed soon
• Coefficient of variation (CV) results from the ACRIN 6678 Test/Retest are in line with the Profile claim.
• Dr. Perlman will incorporate a description of an “evaluable tumor”
• “Motivation” behind Profile development has been incorporated into the Profile.
• A general statement that could be applicable for all QIBA Profiles demonstrating the relationship between Profile and Protocol was suggested by Drs. Perlman and MacDonald
  o  Mr. Buckler to follow up on wording for this QIBA statement
  o  A helpful figure was added to show the relationship between the two documents
• Tech Ctte would like to have the FDG-PET Profile ready for the Public Comment phase by mid-October

Next steps:
• Approach to addressing Public Comment needs further discussion.
• Group was asked to read through Section 3 (Profile Details) and provide feedback to Dr. Kinahan prior to the next call.

Next call: Next FDG-PET Technical Committee call - Discussion of remaining action items, Friday, October 12th, at 9 am CT.